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QUESTION 1

A backup administrator is planning to install Veeam ONE. Which data collection mode collects the most data per VM? 

A. For vCenter data only 

B. Optimized for advanced scalability deployment 

C. For backup data only 

D. Optimized for typical deployment 

Correct Answer: B 

 

Reference: https://helpcenter.veeam.com/docs/one/deployment/data_collection_modes.html?ver=100 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is a backup mode that can be configured within a Veeam Agent for Windows backup job? 

A. Reverse incremental with periodic active full backups 

B. Forward incremental and reverse incremental, both with optional periodic synthetic and/or active full backups 

C. Forward incremental with optional periodic synthetic and/or active full backups 

D. Reverse incremental with optional periodic synthetic full backups 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://helpcenter.veeam.com/docs/backup/hyperv/forward_incremental_backup.html?ver=100 

 

QUESTION 3

When a replication job is configured to use the replica mapping feature (no seeding), what will happen during the first
run of the job? 

A. The replication job creates a clone of the mapped replica to preserve the original state before synchronizing the
changes from the source infrastructure 

B. The replication job calculates the differences between the original and mapped VM; only the incremental changes will
be synchronized 

C. The replication job will first restore the VM from the most recent restore point and then start to synchronize the
incremental changes from the source infrastructure 

D. If a VM within the replication job is not mapped, the job will fail 

Correct Answer: B 
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Reference: https://helpcenter.veeam.com/docs/backup/hyperv/replica_seeding_hv.html?ver=100 

 

QUESTION 4

Look at the diagram. This daily backup job has been running for over 30 days and no active full backups have been
taken since the first run. Which of the following best describes the backup job? 

A. This is a reverse incremental backup, keeping seven restore points 

B. This is a forward incremental backup with Sunday and Wednesday synthetic full, keeping seven restore points 

C. This is a forward incremental backup with transform enabled, keeping four restore points 

D. This is forever forward incremental backup, keeping seven restore points 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An SMB customer installed Veeam Backup and Replication in a simple deployment. How can the customer comply with
the 3-2-1 rule? 

A. Create a Scale-out Backup Repository with object storage in the public cloud used as the capacity tier leveraging
copy mode 

B. Create a backup to tape job to a local virtual tape library 

C. Create a Scale-out Backup Repository with object storage in the public cloud used as the capacity tier leveraging
move mode 

D. Copy the backups to a separate local NAS device 

Correct Answer: D 
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